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Free epub The dynamics of enduring rivalries [PDF]
it s hard to think of israel without also remembering the country s long standing problems with its arab neighbors similarly india and
pakistan have long been less than cordial to each other the concept of enduring rivalries and conflicts tantamount to militarized
competition between two states is rapidly emerging as a subject of research in international relations the nine contributors to the
dynamics of enduring rivalries place the concept in its empirical and theoretical context exploring how such rivalries arise what influences
their development and when and how they may escalate to war explains the origins and dynamics of enduring rivalries between countries
why do some enduring violent rivalries between states end peacefully while others drag on interminably or cease only with the complete
collapse or defeat of one of the states eric cox provides extensive evidence to support his explanation of how these disputes end
comparing successful and failed attempts to terminate rivalries in latin america and the middle east how do enduring rivalries between
states affect international relations we are culturally conditioned to think of war and peace in binary terms of strict opposition
correspondingly we tend to focus our attention on conflict prevention or conflict resolution but as islands of agreement demonstrates
peace and war are seldom polar totalities but increasingly can and do coexist within the confines of a single scenario consequently
gabriella blum suggests that even where conflict exists we regard it as only one dimension of an ongoing multifaceted interstate
relationship the result is a shift in perspective away from the constricting notions of prevention or resolution toward a more holistic
approach of relationship management this approach is especially pertinent because conflicts cannot always be prevented or resolved
through case studies of long enduring rivalries india and pakistan greece and turkey israel and lebanon blum shows how international law
and politics can function in the battlefield and in everyday life forming a hybrid international relationship through a strategy she calls
islands of agreement blum argues that within the most entrenched and bitter struggles adversaries can carve out limited areas that
remain safe or even prosperous amid a tide of war these havens effectively reduce suffering and loss and allow mutually beneficial
exchanges to take place offering hope for broader accords while rivalry is embedded in any sporting event or performance soccer the
world s most popular mass spectator sport has been an emblem of such rivalries since its inception as an organized sport some of these
rivalries grow to become long term and perennial by their nature extent impact and legacy from the local to the global level they
represent identities based on widely diverse affiliations of human life locality region nation continent community class culture religion
ethnicity and so on yet at times such rivalries transcend barriers of space and time where soccer clubs nations personalities organizations
styles and fans float and compete with intriguing identities the present volume brings into focus some of the most fascinating and
enduring rivalries in the world of soccer it attempts to encapsulate analyse and reconstruct those rivalries between nations between clubs
between personalities between styles of play between fandoms and between organizations in a historical perspective in relation to diverse
identities competing ideologies contestations of power psychologies of attachment bonds of loyalty notions of enmity articulations of
violence and affinities of fan culture some of the core manifestations of sporting rivalry the chapters in this book were originally published
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as a special issue of soccer society enduring rivalries recurrently ensnare states in militarized disputes and wars are they poised to
intensify in the asia pacific a region characterized by regime and cultural differences territorial contests and competing nationalist and
regime claims it is often argued that these conditions and recent power shifts are likely to lead to conflict escalation and contagion
especially in sino american relations steve chan s book challenges this common view and argues instead that asia pacific rivalries are
likely to be held in abeyance he suggests that the majority of leaders in the region wish to base their political legitimacy on their economic
performance rather than popular mobilization against foreign enemies economic interdependence and political multilateralism have
restrained and in some cases reversed rivalries although asia pacific states will continue to quarrel chan argues that their relations are
more stable today than at any other time since 1945 enduring rivalries recurrently ensnare states in militarized disputes and wars are they
poised to intensify in the asia pacific a region characterized by regime and cultural differences territorial contests and competing
nationalist and regime claims it is often argued that these conditions and recent power shifts are likely to lead to conflict escalation and
contagion especially in sino american relations steve chan s book challenges this common view and argues instead that asia pacific
rivalries are likely to be held in abeyance he suggests that the majority of leaders in the region wish to base their political legitimacy on
their economic performance rather than popular mobilization against foreign enemies economic interdependence and political
multilateralism have restrained and in some cases reversed rivalries although asia pacific states will continue to quarrel chan argues that
their relations are more stable today than at any other time since 1945 enduring rivalries recurrently ensnare states in militarized disputes
and wars are they poised to intensify in the asia pacific a region characterized by regime and cultural differences territorial contests and
competing nationalist and regime claims it is often argued that these conditions and recent power shifts are likely to lead to conflict
escalation and contagion especially in sino american relations steve chan s book challenges this common view and argues instead that
asia pacific rivalries are likely to be held in abeyance he suggests that the majority of leaders in the region wish to base their political
legitimacy on their economic performance rather than popular mobilization against foreign enemies economic interdependence and
political multilateralism have restrained and in some cases reversed rivalries although asia pacific states will continue to quarrel chan
argues that their relations are more stable today than at any other time since 1945 enduring rivalries recurrently ensnare states in
militarized disputes and wars are they poised to intensify in the asia pacific a region characterized by regime and cultural differences
territorial contests and competing nationalist and regime claims it is often argued that these conditions and recent power shifts are likely
to lead to conflict escalation and contagion especially in sino american relations steve chan s book challenges this common view and
argues instead that asia pacific rivalries are likely to be held in abeyance he suggests that the majority of leaders in the region wish to
base their political legitimacy on their economic performance rather than popular mobilization against foreign enemies economic
interdependence and political multilateralism have restrained and in some cases reversed rivalries although asia pacific states will
continue to quarrel chan argues that their relations are more stable today than at any other time since 1945 how do enduring rivalries
between states affect international relations international conflict is neither random nor inexplicable it is highly structured by antagonisms
between a relatively small set of states that regard each other as rivals examining the 173 strategic rivalries in operation throughout the
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nineteenth and twentieth centuries this book identifies the differences rivalries make in the probability of conflict escalation and analyzes
how they interact with serial crises arms races alliances and capability advantages the authors distinguish between rivalries concerning
territorial disagreement space and rivalries concerning status and influence position and show how each leads to markedly different
patterns of conflict escalation they argue that rivals are more likely to engage in international conflict with their antagonists than non rival
pairs of states and conclude with an assessment of whether we can expect democratic peace economic development and economic
interdependence to constrain rivalry induced conflict this volume examines interstate rivalries of the past 500 years providing case studies
of those between land powers with continental orientations and leading maritime powers and challengers the contributors focus on the
transition from commercial to strategic rivalry in this book gary goertz examines how states interact with their environment and contexts
which are important in understanding international politics he presents a philosophical methodological and empirical discussion of three
important contexts which affect decision makers history system structure and international norms the effects of these contexts are
explored by viewing context in turn as cause as changing meaning and as a barrier the book engages with the literature on structural
realism and international regimes and uses rational actor and diffusion models as theoretical references a number of concrete studies are
provided using these contextual tools including oil nationalisation ussr east european relations enduring rivalries and decolonisation these
empirical examples illustrate the fruitfulness of the contextual approach to international politics essays reflecting the most recent
theoretically and empirically oriented research on international warfare the present volume brings into focus some of the most fascinating
and enduring rivalries in the world of soccer it attempts to encapsulate analyse and reconstruct those rivalries in a historical perspective
what do we know about war reviews the causes of war and the conditions of peace drawing analyses from the thirty five year history of
this discipline leading researchers explore the roles played by alliances territory arms races interstate rivalries capability and crisis
bargaining in increasing the probability of war they emphasize international norms and the recent finding that democratic states do not
fight each other as factors that promote peace this book offers an accessible and up to date overview of current knowledge and an agenda
for future research in international relations of the middle east a leading team of international experts provides an authoritative student
friendly text that combines a history of the region with sophisticated analysis of current key themes actors and conflicts introducing
students to the scientific study of peace and war conflict war and peace an introduction to scientific research edited by sara mclaughlin
mitchell and john a vasquez provides an overview of current scholarship in this dynamic area of study focusing on the factors that shape
relationships between countries and that make war or peace more likely this collection of articles by top scholars explores such key topics
as dangerous dyads alliances territorial disputes rivalry arms races democracy peace trade international organizations territorial peace
and nuclear weapons each article is followed by the editors commentary a major contributions section highlights the article s theoretical
advances and relates each study to the broader literature while a methodological notes section carefully walks students through the
techniques used in the analysis methodological topics include research design percentages probabilities odds ratios statistical significance
levels of analysis selection bias logic duration models and game theory models from the legendary antagonism between athens and sparta
during the peloponnesian war to the napoleonic wars and the two world wars of the twentieth century the past is littered with long term
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strategic rivalries history tells us that such enduring rivalries can end in one of three ways a series of exhausting conflicts in which one
side eventually prevails as in the case of the punic wars between ancient rome and carthage a peaceful and hopefully orderly transition
like the rivalry between great britain and the united states at the turn of the twentieth century or a one sided collapse such as the
conclusion of the cold war with the fall of the soviet union however in spite of a wealth of historical examples the future of state rivalries
remains a matter of conjecture great strategic rivalries explores the causes and implications of past strategic rivalries revealing lessons for
the current geopolitical landscape each chapter offers an accessible narrative of a historically significant rivalry comprehensively covering
the political diplomatic economic and military dimensions of its history featuring original essays by world class historians including barry
strauss geoffrey parker williamson murray and geoffrey wawro this collection provides an in depth look at how interstate relations develop
into often violent rivalries and how these are ultimately resolved much more than an engaging history great strategic rivalries contains
valuable insight into current conflicts around the globe for policymakers and policy watchers alike leading scholars of middle east politics
and international relations present comprehensive coverage of the international politics of the middle east a region at the forefront of
international attention rivalries are a fundamental aspect of all international interactions the concept of rivalry suggests that historic
animosity may be the most fundamental variable in explaining and understanding why states commit international violence against each
other by understanding the historic factors behind the emergence of rivalry the strategies employed by states to deal with potential
threats and the issues endemic to enemies this book seeks to understand and predict why states become rivals the recent increase in the
quantitative study of rivalry has largely identified who the rivals are but not how they form and escalate questions about the escalation of
rivalry are important if we are to understand the nature of conflictual interactions this book addresses an important research gap in the
field by directly tackling the question of rivalry formation in addition to making new contributions to the literature this book will summarize
a cohesive model of how all interstate rivalries form by using both quantitative and qualitative methods and sources the mission of annual
review of political science is to provide systematic periodic examinations of the field through critical authoritative reviews the
comprehensive critical review not only summarizes a topic but also roots out errors of fact or concept and provokes discussion that will
lead to new research activity each review contains title author s key words abstracts review and bibliography with the passing of the
friendship generation and the increase in mostly negative societal participation in the late 1980s the governments of china and japan have
found it increasingly difficult to navigate between the constraints and possibilities in their relationship based on ten years research in the
united states china and japan this book argues that the relationship is politically now dispute prone cyclical and downward trending but
manageable militarily uncertain economically integrating psychologically closer in people to people contact yet more distant the author
develops measures of political interaction trade foreign direct investment tourism and student exchanges and casts doubt on many
prevailing assumptions about sino japanese relations publisher description ashurtosh misra s engaging volume will serve as a corrective to
the view that india and pakistan locked in an enduring and often dangerous rivalry cannot cooperate they can and have how they have
done so is described here illuminated by the insights of negotiation theory this is a crucial contribution to the literature on india pakistan
relations kanti bajpai professor in the politics and international relations of south asia oxford university presents an accurate account of
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the longest rivalry in cricketing history bringing the great matches and the great players of yesteryear vividly to life an explanation of how
domestic support for u s defense expenditures was generated during the cold war 国際政治の教科書 の 完全版 旧版にはなかった最終章 中国は平和的に台頭できるか 書き下ろし 日本語
版に寄せて および註釈をすべて訳出
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The Dynamics of Enduring Rivalries 1998
it s hard to think of israel without also remembering the country s long standing problems with its arab neighbors similarly india and
pakistan have long been less than cordial to each other the concept of enduring rivalries and conflicts tantamount to militarized
competition between two states is rapidly emerging as a subject of research in international relations the nine contributors to the
dynamics of enduring rivalries place the concept in its empirical and theoretical context exploring how such rivalries arise what influences
their development and when and how they may escalate to war

Bound by Struggle 2002
explains the origins and dynamics of enduring rivalries between countries

Why Enduring Rivalries Do--or Don't--end 2010
why do some enduring violent rivalries between states end peacefully while others drag on interminably or cease only with the complete
collapse or defeat of one of the states eric cox provides extensive evidence to support his explanation of how these disputes end
comparing successful and failed attempts to terminate rivalries in latin america and the middle east

War and Peace in International Rivalry 2001-10-22
how do enduring rivalries between states affect international relations

Islands of Agreement 2007
we are culturally conditioned to think of war and peace in binary terms of strict opposition correspondingly we tend to focus our attention
on conflict prevention or conflict resolution but as islands of agreement demonstrates peace and war are seldom polar totalities but
increasingly can and do coexist within the confines of a single scenario consequently gabriella blum suggests that even where conflict
exists we regard it as only one dimension of an ongoing multifaceted interstate relationship the result is a shift in perspective away from
the constricting notions of prevention or resolution toward a more holistic approach of relationship management this approach is
especially pertinent because conflicts cannot always be prevented or resolved through case studies of long enduring rivalries india and
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pakistan greece and turkey israel and lebanon blum shows how international law and politics can function in the battlefield and in
everyday life forming a hybrid international relationship through a strategy she calls islands of agreement blum argues that within the
most entrenched and bitter struggles adversaries can carve out limited areas that remain safe or even prosperous amid a tide of war these
havens effectively reduce suffering and loss and allow mutually beneficial exchanges to take place offering hope for broader accords

Face to Face 2021-03-31
while rivalry is embedded in any sporting event or performance soccer the world s most popular mass spectator sport has been an
emblem of such rivalries since its inception as an organized sport some of these rivalries grow to become long term and perennial by their
nature extent impact and legacy from the local to the global level they represent identities based on widely diverse affiliations of human
life locality region nation continent community class culture religion ethnicity and so on yet at times such rivalries transcend barriers of
space and time where soccer clubs nations personalities organizations styles and fans float and compete with intriguing identities the
present volume brings into focus some of the most fascinating and enduring rivalries in the world of soccer it attempts to encapsulate
analyse and reconstruct those rivalries between nations between clubs between personalities between styles of play between fandoms
and between organizations in a historical perspective in relation to diverse identities competing ideologies contestations of power
psychologies of attachment bonds of loyalty notions of enmity articulations of violence and affinities of fan culture some of the core
manifestations of sporting rivalry the chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of soccer society

Enduring Rivalries in the Asia-Pacific 2013
enduring rivalries recurrently ensnare states in militarized disputes and wars are they poised to intensify in the asia pacific a region
characterized by regime and cultural differences territorial contests and competing nationalist and regime claims it is often argued that
these conditions and recent power shifts are likely to lead to conflict escalation and contagion especially in sino american relations steve
chan s book challenges this common view and argues instead that asia pacific rivalries are likely to be held in abeyance he suggests that
the majority of leaders in the region wish to base their political legitimacy on their economic performance rather than popular mobilization
against foreign enemies economic interdependence and political multilateralism have restrained and in some cases reversed rivalries
although asia pacific states will continue to quarrel chan argues that their relations are more stable today than at any other time since
1945
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Enduring Rivalries in the Asia-Pacific: Adding agency to structure 2013
enduring rivalries recurrently ensnare states in militarized disputes and wars are they poised to intensify in the asia pacific a region
characterized by regime and cultural differences territorial contests and competing nationalist and regime claims it is often argued that
these conditions and recent power shifts are likely to lead to conflict escalation and contagion especially in sino american relations steve
chan s book challenges this common view and argues instead that asia pacific rivalries are likely to be held in abeyance he suggests that
the majority of leaders in the region wish to base their political legitimacy on their economic performance rather than popular mobilization
against foreign enemies economic interdependence and political multilateralism have restrained and in some cases reversed rivalries
although asia pacific states will continue to quarrel chan argues that their relations are more stable today than at any other time since
1945

Enduring Rivalries in the Asia-Pacific 2013-08-22
enduring rivalries recurrently ensnare states in militarized disputes and wars are they poised to intensify in the asia pacific a region
characterized by regime and cultural differences territorial contests and competing nationalist and regime claims it is often argued that
these conditions and recent power shifts are likely to lead to conflict escalation and contagion especially in sino american relations steve
chan s book challenges this common view and argues instead that asia pacific rivalries are likely to be held in abeyance he suggests that
the majority of leaders in the region wish to base their political legitimacy on their economic performance rather than popular mobilization
against foreign enemies economic interdependence and political multilateralism have restrained and in some cases reversed rivalries
although asia pacific states will continue to quarrel chan argues that their relations are more stable today than at any other time since
1945

Enduring Rivalries in the Asia-Pacific: Economics trumps politics 2013
enduring rivalries recurrently ensnare states in militarized disputes and wars are they poised to intensify in the asia pacific a region
characterized by regime and cultural differences territorial contests and competing nationalist and regime claims it is often argued that
these conditions and recent power shifts are likely to lead to conflict escalation and contagion especially in sino american relations steve
chan s book challenges this common view and argues instead that asia pacific rivalries are likely to be held in abeyance he suggests that
the majority of leaders in the region wish to base their political legitimacy on their economic performance rather than popular mobilization
against foreign enemies economic interdependence and political multilateralism have restrained and in some cases reversed rivalries
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although asia pacific states will continue to quarrel chan argues that their relations are more stable today than at any other time since
1945

War and Peace in International Rivalry 2001-10-22
how do enduring rivalries between states affect international relations

Strategic Rivalries in World Politics 2008-01-10
international conflict is neither random nor inexplicable it is highly structured by antagonisms between a relatively small set of states that
regard each other as rivals examining the 173 strategic rivalries in operation throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries this book
identifies the differences rivalries make in the probability of conflict escalation and analyzes how they interact with serial crises arms races
alliances and capability advantages the authors distinguish between rivalries concerning territorial disagreement space and rivalries
concerning status and influence position and show how each leads to markedly different patterns of conflict escalation they argue that
rivals are more likely to engage in international conflict with their antagonists than non rival pairs of states and conclude with an
assessment of whether we can expect democratic peace economic development and economic interdependence to constrain rivalry
induced conflict

Great Power Rivalries 1999
this volume examines interstate rivalries of the past 500 years providing case studies of those between land powers with continental
orientations and leading maritime powers and challengers the contributors focus on the transition from commercial to strategic rivalry

Contexts of International Politics 1994-11-24
in this book gary goertz examines how states interact with their environment and contexts which are important in understanding
international politics he presents a philosophical methodological and empirical discussion of three important contexts which affect decision
makers history system structure and international norms the effects of these contexts are explored by viewing context in turn as cause as
changing meaning and as a barrier the book engages with the literature on structural realism and international regimes and uses rational
actor and diffusion models as theoretical references a number of concrete studies are provided using these contextual tools including oil
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nationalisation ussr east european relations enduring rivalries and decolonisation these empirical examples illustrate the fruitfulness of the
contextual approach to international politics

Handbook of War Studies II 2000
essays reflecting the most recent theoretically and empirically oriented research on international warfare

Face to Face 2023-09-25
the present volume brings into focus some of the most fascinating and enduring rivalries in the world of soccer it attempts to encapsulate
analyse and reconstruct those rivalries in a historical perspective

What Do We Know about War? 2000
what do we know about war reviews the causes of war and the conditions of peace drawing analyses from the thirty five year history of
this discipline leading researchers explore the roles played by alliances territory arms races interstate rivalries capability and crisis
bargaining in increasing the probability of war they emphasize international norms and the recent finding that democratic states do not
fight each other as factors that promote peace this book offers an accessible and up to date overview of current knowledge and an agenda
for future research

International Relations of the Middle East 2016
in international relations of the middle east a leading team of international experts provides an authoritative student friendly text that
combines a history of the region with sophisticated analysis of current key themes actors and conflicts

Conflict, War, and Peace 2013-08-16
introducing students to the scientific study of peace and war conflict war and peace an introduction to scientific research edited by sara
mclaughlin mitchell and john a vasquez provides an overview of current scholarship in this dynamic area of study focusing on the factors
that shape relationships between countries and that make war or peace more likely this collection of articles by top scholars explores such
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key topics as dangerous dyads alliances territorial disputes rivalry arms races democracy peace trade international organizations territorial
peace and nuclear weapons each article is followed by the editors commentary a major contributions section highlights the article s
theoretical advances and relates each study to the broader literature while a methodological notes section carefully walks students
through the techniques used in the analysis methodological topics include research design percentages probabilities odds ratios statistical
significance levels of analysis selection bias logic duration models and game theory models

Great Strategic Rivalries 2016-10-11
from the legendary antagonism between athens and sparta during the peloponnesian war to the napoleonic wars and the two world wars
of the twentieth century the past is littered with long term strategic rivalries history tells us that such enduring rivalries can end in one of
three ways a series of exhausting conflicts in which one side eventually prevails as in the case of the punic wars between ancient rome
and carthage a peaceful and hopefully orderly transition like the rivalry between great britain and the united states at the turn of the
twentieth century or a one sided collapse such as the conclusion of the cold war with the fall of the soviet union however in spite of a
wealth of historical examples the future of state rivalries remains a matter of conjecture great strategic rivalries explores the causes and
implications of past strategic rivalries revealing lessons for the current geopolitical landscape each chapter offers an accessible narrative
of a historically significant rivalry comprehensively covering the political diplomatic economic and military dimensions of its history
featuring original essays by world class historians including barry strauss geoffrey parker williamson murray and geoffrey wawro this
collection provides an in depth look at how interstate relations develop into often violent rivalries and how these are ultimately resolved
much more than an engaging history great strategic rivalries contains valuable insight into current conflicts around the globe for
policymakers and policy watchers alike

International Relations of the Middle East 2013-03-21
leading scholars of middle east politics and international relations present comprehensive coverage of the international politics of the
middle east a region at the forefront of international attention

The India-Pakistan Conflict 2006
rivalries are a fundamental aspect of all international interactions the concept of rivalry suggests that historic animosity may be the most
fundamental variable in explaining and understanding why states commit international violence against each other by understanding the
historic factors behind the emergence of rivalry the strategies employed by states to deal with potential threats and the issues endemic to
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enemies this book seeks to understand and predict why states become rivals the recent increase in the quantitative study of rivalry has
largely identified who the rivals are but not how they form and escalate questions about the escalation of rivalry are important if we are to
understand the nature of conflictual interactions this book addresses an important research gap in the field by directly tackling the
question of rivalry formation in addition to making new contributions to the literature this book will summarize a cohesive model of how all
interstate rivalries form by using both quantitative and qualitative methods and sources

Becoming Rivals 2013
the mission of annual review of political science is to provide systematic periodic examinations of the field through critical authoritative
reviews the comprehensive critical review not only summarizes a topic but also roots out errors of fact or concept and provokes discussion
that will lead to new research activity each review contains title author s key words abstracts review and bibliography

Democratization and Defense 2004
with the passing of the friendship generation and the increase in mostly negative societal participation in the late 1980s the governments
of china and japan have found it increasingly difficult to navigate between the constraints and possibilities in their relationship based on
ten years research in the united states china and japan this book argues that the relationship is politically now dispute prone cyclical and
downward trending but manageable militarily uncertain economically integrating psychologically closer in people to people contact yet
more distant the author develops measures of political interaction trade foreign direct investment tourism and student exchanges and
casts doubt on many prevailing assumptions about sino japanese relations publisher description

Journal of Peace Research 2002
ashurtosh misra s engaging volume will serve as a corrective to the view that india and pakistan locked in an enduring and often
dangerous rivalry cannot cooperate they can and have how they have done so is described here illuminated by the insights of negotiation
theory this is a crucial contribution to the literature on india pakistan relations kanti bajpai professor in the politics and international
relations of south asia oxford university
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Annual Review of Political Science 2001
presents an accurate account of the longest rivalry in cricketing history bringing the great matches and the great players of yesteryear
vividly to life

Sino-Japanese Relations 2006
an explanation of how domestic support for u s defense expenditures was generated during the cold war

India-Pakistan 2010-07-15
国際政治の教科書 の 完全版 旧版にはなかった最終章 中国は平和的に台頭できるか 書き下ろし 日本語版に寄せて および註釈をすべて訳出

The Dynamics of International Rivalry 2008

The Ashes 2005

Conflict Resolution 2006

Compound Dilemmas 2001

早稻田政治經濟學雑誌 2005
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大国政治の悲劇完全版 2017-12

Lippincott's Monthly Magazine 1875

Lippincott's Magazine of Popular Literature and Science 1875

Lippincott's Magazine of Literature, Science and Education 1875

The Path to Indivisibility 2003

Security, Economy, and the End of Interstate Rivalry 1993

Saudi Arabia and Iraq: Oil, Religion, and an Enduring Rivalry 2022
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